Let Γ = (X, R) denote a distance-regular graph with distance function ∂ and diameter d ≥ 4. By a parallelogram of length i (2 ≤ i ≤ d), we mean a 4-tuple xyzu of vertices in X such that ∂(x, y) = ∂(z, u) = 1, ∂(x, u) = i, and ∂(x, z) = ∂(y, z) = ∂(y, u) = i − 1. We prove the following theorem. 
a classification of parallelogram-free Q-polynomial distance-regular graphs in Corollary 2.12.
For the rest of this section, we review some definitions and basic concepts. See Bannai and Ito [1] or Terwilliger [5] for more background information.
Throughout this paper, Γ = (X, R) will denote a finite, connected, undirected graph without loops, or multiple edges, and with vertex set X, edge set R, pathlength distance function ∂, and diameter d := max{∂(x, y) | x, y ∈ X}. Γ is said to be distance-regular whenever for all integers h, i, j (0 ≤ h, i, j ≤ d), and all vertices x, y ∈ X with ∂(x, y) = h, the number Let Mat X (IR) denote the algebra of all the matrices over the real number field with the rows and columns indexed by the elements of X. The distance matrices of Γ are the matrices 
(1.10)
The E 0 , E 1 , · · · , E d are known as the primitive idempotents of Γ, and E 0 is known as the trivial idempotent. Let E denote any primitive idempotent of Γ. Then we have
Γ is said to be Q-polynomial with respect to the given ordering
h ij = 0 (resp. q h ij = 0) whenever one of h, i, j is greater than (resp. equal to) the sum of the other two. Let E denote any primitive idempotent of Γ. Then Γ is said to be Q-polynomial with respect to E whenever there exists an ordering E 0 , E 1 = E, · · · , E d of the primitive idempotents of Γ, with respect to which Γ is Q-polynomial. If Γ is Q-polynomial with respect to E, then the associated dual eigenvalues are distinct [5, p384] .
Set V = IR |X| (column vectors), and view the coordinates of V as being indexed by X. Then the Bose-Mesner algebra M acts on V by left multiplication. We call V the standard module of Γ. For each vertex x ∈ X, set
where the 1 is in coordinate x. Also, let , denote the dot product
Then referring to the primitive idempotent E in (1.11), we compute from (1.10)-
where i = ∂(x, y).
Main Theorem.
Throughout this section, we will use the following notations.
For all x, y ∈ X, and all integers i, j, define
where theẑ notation is from (1.12). Further define
Our work is based on the following two theorems of Leonard [4] Theorem 2.2. Let Γ = (X, R) denote a distance-regular graph with diameter d ≥ 3, and suppose Γ is Q-polynomial with respect to the primitive idempotent
Then the following (i)-(ii) hold.
, and suppose Γ is Q-polynomial with respect to the primitive idempotent
Lemma 2.4. Let Γ = (X, R) denote a distance-regular graph with diameter d ≥ 4, and suppose Γ is Q-polynomial with respect to the primitive idempotent
Setting i = 3 in (2.1), we find σ = 1. Evaluating (2.1) with σ = 1 and i = 4, we find
Combining (2.8), (2.9), we readily obtain θ * 0 = θ * 4 , a contradiction. This proves Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.5. Let Γ = (X, R) denote a distance-regular graph with diameter d ≥ 4. Suppose Γ is Q-polynomial with respect to the primitive idempotent
and let the scalars s 
12)
14)
Proof. ¿From (2.6), (2.7) (with h = 0 and j = i − 2), and since p 
Since b 2 = 0, and since θ * 0 + θ * 2 = θ * 1 + θ * 3 by Lemma 2.4, we may solve these equations to obtain (2.12), (2.15 ). This proves the lemma. Lemma 2.6. Let Γ = (X, R) denote a distance-regular graph with diameter d ≥ 4, and suppose Γ is Q-polynomial with respect to the primitive idempotent
Then for any vertices x, y ∈ X with ∂(x, y) = 2, and any integer
Proof. From (2.4) (with h = 2 and j = i − 2), and since t 1 i i−2 = 0, t 2 i i−2 = 0 by (2.13), (2.14), respectively, we find the vector 
Suppose Γ is Q-polynomial with respect to the primitive idempotent
where
20)
Proof. To get (2.19)-(2.21), compute the inner product of E 1ẑ and the vector in Lemma 2.6, and set the result equal 0. The computation is readily carried out once we observe by (1.14) that 
) (ii) Γ is Q-polynomial with respect to a primitive idempotent
and β 4 = 0, where β 4 is defined in (2.21).
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). Suppose Γ has classical parameters (d, b, α, β).
Then Γ is Q-polynomial with respect to a primitive idempotent 
in (2.26) using (2.27) and (2.1) for i = 3, 4, we have
for appropriate σ ∈ IR\{0}. Note that θ * 0 = θ * 1 , and observe that by Lemma 2.4 and by setting i = 3 in (2.1), σ = −1. Hence
To prove Γ has classical parameters, in view of Terwilliger[6, Theorem4.2(iii)], it suffices to prove that
We prove (2.32) by induction on i. The cases i = 0, 1 are trivial and the case i = 2 is from (2.28). Now suppose i ≥ 3. Then (2.1) implies 
